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Firekeeper / 9912221011

Elevate your festive experience with EKTA Living’s 
innovative Christmas Collection. Discover a 
harmonious blend of contemporary aesthetics and 
timeless charm that promises to rejuvenate your 
home this holiday. Bid farewell to conventional 
Christmas decor as you welcome a refreshing 
modernity into your living spaces. Our thoughtfully 
crafted pieces are not only visually captivating but 
also built to withstand the test of time, ensuring 
cherished celebrations for years ahead.

Cozy up at the fireplace this Christmas with the EKTA 
Living Firekeeper. Its design aesthetic offers a sleek, 
informed modernisation of the traditional fireplace poker 
and bellows. It is ideal for starting or tending fires in 
woodburning stoves, open fireplaces and outdoor grills. 
Simply blow on the mouthpiece to revive your fire or 
use it as a poker to turn your coals. A magnetic rest 
can be attached to a wall to allow the Firekeeper to be 
stored in a minimalist way.
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Filigrantree Medium / Smoked / EK-FTM226 | Christmas Sticks / Rectangle + Triangle / EK-CS214Filigrantree Big / Black / EK-FTB231 | Christmas Sticks Candleholder / Apex + Diamond / EK-CS212

The Filigrantree is a sustainable Christmas tree in every 
respect. The filigrantree is exclusively available in sustainable 
oak. The wood comes from responsible forestry: as soon as a 
tree is felled, a new one is planted immediately.

Our sustainable Christmas tree lasts for many years and can 
also be used in other contexts. Depending on your taste, 
the filigrantree can be designed in unique ways and given 
completely different looks based on your preferences. Whether 
as an Advent calendar for the children or decorated with 
candles and ornaments - the filigree tree is guaranteed to 
arouse anticipation for cozy hours in your own four walls! 
When it’s not in use, you can easily disassemble it and stow 
it away in the attic or in the farthest corner of your closet in 
the cotton bag that comes with it.

The concept “Christmas Sticks” is based on a “design it 
yourself” concept that allows you to add a personal touch to 
your Christmas decorations. At the same time, the aesthetic 
design is designed for durability and longevity - like all EKTA 
products.

The Christmas ornament collection includes the products 
“Christmas Sticks Candle”, “Christmas Sticks” and “Christmas 
Sticks Ornaments”.

The innovative yet classic tree candle holder “Christmas 
Sticks Candle” and the simple Christmas tree pendant (with 
hook) “Christmas Sticks” come with three to four different 
ornaments. With the “Christmas Sticks Candle”, the ornaments 
act as a counterweight under the candle.
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The design aesthetic of the Firekeeper offers a sleek, informed 
modernisation of the traditional fireplace poker and old bulky 
bellows. It is ideal for starting or tending fires in wood-burning 
stoves, open fireplaces and outdoor grills.
A magnetic rest can be attached to a wall to allow the 
Firekeeper to be stored in a minimalist way.

Belt 4 Candles is a modern hide leather candle holder with a 
no-frills design. It offers space for four candles and is therefore 
perfect as an Advent candle holder. It can also be used year 
round with the glass vase that comes with it.

Bright Light is a modern interpretation of the classic chamber 
candleholder in Nordic simplicity, made from natural materials 
such as oak and leather.
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Filigrantree Medium

Filigrantree Big

Filigrantree Small

Nature
EK-FTM224

Nature
EK-FTB228

Nature
EK-FTS220

Oiled
EK-FTM225

Oiled
EK-FTB229

Oiled
EK-FTS221

Smoked
EK-FTM226

Smoked
EK-FTB230

Smoked
EK-FTS222

Black
EK-FTM227

Black
EK-FTB231

Black
EK-FTS223

Hanging Sticks

Nature
EK-HS246

Oiled
EK-HS247

Smoked
EK-HS248

Black
EK-HS249

BY TRINE FIND

BY TRINE FIND

BY TRINE FIND

Material    Oak      

Dimensions W520 x D520 x H1000 mm

Material    Oak      

Dimensions W760 x D760 x H1650 mm

Material    Oak      

Dimensions W370 x D370 x H650 mm

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

Material    Oak, leather      

Dimensions W400 x D400 x H285 mm

CHRISTMAS
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Christmas Sticks

Christmas Sticks - Candleholder

Christmas Sticks Ornaments

Apex + diamond
EK-CS215

Apex + diamond
EK-CSC212

Apex + diamond
EK-CSO218

Circle + pentagon
EK-CS216

Circle + pentagon
EK-CSC213

Circle + pentagon
EK-CSO219

Rectangle + triangle
EK-CS214

Rectangle + triangle
EK-CSC211

Rectangle + triangle
EK-CSO217
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Hanging Sticks / Oiled / EK-HS247 | Christmas Sticks / Various 

CHRISTMAS

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

Material    Metal, paper, cork      

Dimensions Ø40-70 x H195 mm

Material    Metal, paper, cork      

Dimensions Ø40-70 x H210 mm

Material    Paper, magnet, cotton string      

Dimensions Ø40-60 x H40-100 mm
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Bright Light / Small

Bright Light / Big

Nature
EK-BL020

Black
EK-BL021

Nature
EK-BL022

Black
EK-BL023

Belt 4 Candles

Nature
EK-B4C001

Firekeeper

Black
9912221011
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Black
EK-B4C002

CHRISTMAS

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

Material    Oak, leather, metal     

Dimensions Ø100 x H75 mm

Material    Oak, leather, metal    

Dimensions Ø120 x H65 mm

BY WIRTH ENGELUND

BY KNUD HOLSCHER

Material    Stainless steel, lacquered 
black steel       

Dimensions L670 mm

Material    Core leather      

Dimensions L630 x H35 mm

Includes Glass Tube.
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EKTA Living
Bymosevej 17, DK-3200, Helsinge

+45 70 555 888  |  info@ektal iving.com
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       @ektal iving
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